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a b s t r a c t

In recent years Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have progressively been utilized for wildfire
management, and are especially in prevalent in forest fire monitoring missions. To ensure the fast
detection and accurate area estimation of forest fires, a two-step search and survey algorithm for
multi-UAV system is proposed to address these fire scenarios. Initially, a grid-based partition method
is applied to divide the area-of-interest into several search areas. Then, an archetype search pattern
is used to provide timely UAV exploration within those sub-areas. Once the fire zones are detected, a
novel survey strategy is employed for UAVs to discover the boundary points of the fire zones, so that
the area of the fire zones can be estimated using the sampled boundary points. In addition, the effect
of wind is accounted for improving fire zone boundary estimates. The proposed search-and-survey
procedure is validated on multiple simulated scenarios using the U.S. Air Force’s mission-realistic
Aerospace Multi-Agent Simulation Environment (AMASE) software. Simulation results showcase that
the proposed search pattern can effectively discover the seeded fire zones within 40 min of the mission.
This is relatively faster than the other two well-known search patterns. Moreover, the proposed survey
technique provides a coverage estimate with at least 85% accuracy for the area of interest within
90 min of the mission.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Wildfires cause significant economic loss and destructive im-
act in the natural environment. As a result there is increasing
nterest in research pertaining to forest fire monitoring. The in-
reased number of wildfires has significantly decreased the world
orest footprint and harmed the ecosystem, resulting in many
ther natural disasters like floods, sandstorms, and landslides [1–
]. Indisputably, the catastrophic damage caused by wildfires
ose a severe threat to human life and the natural environment.
With recent developments in the science of autonomy and

obotics, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are able to be de-
loyed in diverse monitoring missions including fire detection,
rea estimation, and fire fighting [6]. Different wildfire moni-
oring systems based on a singleton UAV with advanced sensor
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technologies are proposed in [7–13] to address this technolog-
ical challenge. However, the reliability of single-UAV systems
are highly limited because of the unforeseen contingencies and
demanding conditions that take place during wildfires. Because a
single UAV takes a longer time to explore the region-of-interest, a
team of UAVs with high-performance sensors are generally more
preferred in performing the fire search mission collaboratively.

Recently, a team of UAVs was utilized to reduce the risks of
human operators in the detection and area estimation of forest
fires [1,14–19]. In [14,16] a combination of UAVs and Unmanned
Ground Vehicles (UGVs) worked collaboratively to perform fire
detection and firefighting tasks. Considering the power constraint
of UAVs, the UGVs serve as ground stations to continuously
supply the UAV units with power and coordinate the search
trajectory of the UAVs. Instead of using a team of UGVs and UAVs,
the systems proposed in [17] and [18] carry out the forest fire
monitoring with multiple cooperative UAVs. In [17] a three-stage
procedure that consists of search, confirmation, and observation
is proposed. A fault-tolerant cooperative control strategy for mul-
tiple UAVs is introduced in [18] to handle potential faults of
individual, or multiple UAVs, in fire detection and area estimation
missions. Furthermore, a fire spread model has been introduced
to generate the trajectories of UAVs to survey the boundary of
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ire zones. In [19] the authors approached the fire search problem
ia the Travel Salesman Problem (TSP) and utilized a Genetic
lgorithm to generate an optimal search trajectory, which comes
ith high computational complexities.
As mentioned above, most existing studies in wildfire moni-

oring using unmanned systems either rely on a single UAV, or
combination of UAVs and UGVs. Although some works have
een conducted on the application of multiple UAVs in forest fire
onitoring, there are still several open and critical challenges:

• The time to discover a fire zone is proportional to the size
of the region of interest and inversely proportional to the
number of available UAVs. Hence, it takes longer operational
time to discover fire zones in the large forest with limited
number of UAVs.

• The elliptical/circular fire spread model widely used in liter-
ature generates a path for UAVs to survey the boundary of
fire zones. However, forest fires usually have arbitrary and
irregular footprints, making it difficult to obtain an accurate
estimate of the fire zones.

• The irregular shapes of fire zones potentially increase the
operating time of UAVs inside those fire zones during the
boundary surveying procedure. This may result in the loss
of UAVs with a higher probability.

• The boundaries of the fire zones are expanding and shift-
ing with the change of wind direction. This phenomenol-
ogy makes the accurate area estimation of fire zones more
difficult to pinpoint.

In order to solve these challenges, we introduced a search and
urvey procedure for the detection and area estimation of wild-
ires using a team of heterogeneous UAVs. The major characteris-
ics of the proposed search and survey technique are highlighted
s follows:

• A novel search pattern is proposed to conduct the search of
fire zones by dividing the area-of-interest into smaller grid
cells. Compared with existing exhaustive search patterns
this manages to achieve faster detection of fires zones when
the number of UAVs is limited.

• A new survey strategy of UAVs is proposed here to effec-
tively identify the boundaries of the fire zones without the
oversimplified assumption that the fire zones follow some
regular geometrical shapes.

• A clustering algorithm is used to combine the sampled
boundary points from different UAVs to estimate the area
of a fire zone.

• The effect of the wind speed and its direction are considered
in capturing the movement of fire zones over time thus
improving the area estimation of the fire zones.

The remainder of this paper is organized to illustrate the
ollowing: a mathematical formulation of the problem which is
escribed in Section 2, and a literature review of several well-
nown search patterns for multiple UAVs highlighted in Section 3.
ection 4 discusses the details of the proposed search frame-
ork and introduces an innovative survey strategy to identify the
oundary of fire zones. Several simulation scenarios are described
n Section 5, and the performance of the proposed method is
resented in Section 6. Concluding remarks and future works are
iscussed in Section 7.

. Problem description

In this section, the basic definitions and problem description
re provided to elucidate the scope of this work.
According to the specifications in the AMASE simulation in-

erface [20], four basic definitions about the characteristics of the
enchmark UAVs are described below.
2

Fig. 1. Illustration of the fire detection sensor.

Fire detection sensor: A binary detection sensor is used to gen-
erate an interrupt signal when the fire appears in the field of view
of the sensor. The footprint of the sensor is a square with a b× b
area (m2) and its range is R (m) as shown in Fig. 1.
Sprint UAVs: A fixed-wing UAV with a maximum speed of Vsp
(m/s) and a fire detection sensor range of Rsp (m).
Survey UAVs: A second type of slower, fixed-wing UAVs with a
maximum speed of Vsu (m/s) and a fire detection sensor range of
Rsu (m).
Fire Zone: A set of 2D points (latitude and longitude) in space,
consisting of the corner points of an irregular polygon.

Let A be the area-of-interest in a forest. The map of A, ref-
erenced with respect to the Geodetic coordinate system, pro-
vides relevant terrain (altitude for a given latitude and longi-
tude) information. The area A has a set of n discrete fire zones
{fz1, fz2, . . . , fzn} with respective areas {a1, a2, . . . , an}, where
ai ⊂ A, ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}; fzi ∩ fzj = ∅ for every i, j ∈

{1, 2, . . . , n} with i ̸= j; and
∑n

i=1 ∪ai ⊂ A. The n fire zones
are randomly distributed in the area-of-interest A at unknown
locations. It is assumed that there are p sprint and q survey UAVs
denoted as UAVi, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p + q} with p > q,
randomly placed inside the area A. To seek a low-cost, efficient,
and fast-responsive system to perform fire search and track
missions, a group of heterogeneous UAVs [21] are considered for
use in the fire monitoring missions. In real-world scenarios, high-
performance UAVs are expensive, and the overall operational
cost will increase. Therefore, it is preferred to use a group of
heterogeneous UAVs with varying capabilities to perform forest
fire monitoring missions. Since the area-of-interest is large, UAVs
are divided into groups, and these groups of UAVs are placed
in different locations so that UAVs can perform a more effective
exploration even with limited fuel and sensor capabilities. In this
study, three principal problems are considered:

1. How the p sprint UAVs and q survey UAVs will search the
area A for those n fire zones within the time interval of
duration T?

2. When a fire nest is detected, how the UAVs will estimate
the area of the detected fire zone areas?

3. How the p sprint UAVs and q survey UAVs will coordinate
during the search and estimation mission?

While carrying out the search and survey missions, it is as-
sumed that the UAVs (both types) crash to the ground if the
following conditions are met:

1. Flying outside of area A for a ∆t time interval.
2. Flying on top of any fire zone fzi for a ∆t time interval.
3. Flying without considering the topography of the area A

(e.g., flying in low altitude, colliding with mountains or
trees).
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. Literature review

This section provides a review of several existing and well-
nown search patterns for fire search missions using multi-agent
utonomous systems. Also, several well established survey strate-
ies for the boundary tracking of fire zones are discussed.

.1. UAV search patterns for fire detection

As one of the most popular search strategies, Random walkwas
irst proposed to describe a series of random steps in the search-
pace [22], and has been commonly adopted for teams of UAVs to
earch for targets in large areas. Fig. 2(a) provides an illustration
f the random search procedure with a group of UAVs. As shown
n Fig. 2(a), the Random walk simply generates the trajectory for
AVs to move in arbitrary directions, and it does not require
ny prior information about the locations of targets. Because of
his property, the Random walk is easy to implement for UAVs to
earch fires in an unknown area. In [23–27] a number of Random
alk-based search approaches are developed for the search of
argets with a swarm of UAVs. However, the performance of the
andom walk becomes less desirable if targets are distributed

sparsely in a large search region.
As an alternative to the random search pattern, determin-

stic search strategies [27,28] are studied to explore the area-
f-interest by following several common search patterns [29].
n [30] the Creeping Line, or Lawn Mowing, pattern was first used
or aircraft performing emergency search and rescue missions.
everal recent variations of Creeping Line have been investigated
n [31–33] for cooperative search missions using multi-agent
utonomous systems. The Creeping Line search pattern has been
idely used for coverage path planning problems; comprehensive

iterature for this pattern is well documented in [34]. An illustra-
ion of the Creeping Line search pattern is shown in Fig. 2(b). In
ig. 2(b), the search region is decomposed into a number of line
egments, and the Creeping Line search pattern scans the whole
earch region by following those lines. Unlike the Random Walk
earch, the Creeping Line conducts an exhaustive search and, thus,
t is more likely to comprehensively cover the entire search space.
learly, the width between the consecutive scanning corridors
as a direct effect on the search performance. It causes a slow
xploration of the entire search area and requires more energy
onsumption because of its exhaustive path.
Expanding Squares search is another type of deterministic

earch patterns that is widely used in the search and rescue tasks
or teams of UAVs [35]. Unlike the Creeping Line strategy, the
ntire search region is divided into a set of square layers with
ncreasing sizes. An example of the Expanding Squares search for
ulti-UAVs system is shown in Fig. 2(c). From Fig. 2(c) multiple
AVs are assigned to follow different layers of the expanding
quares simultaneously so that the overall time cost for exploring
he region-of-interest is minimized. As a variation of the Expand-
ng Squares search pattern, the Expanding Spirals search strategy
as proposed in [36] to provide a more effective search with
shorter searching path. An energy-aware Expanding Squares

earch pattern is proposed to overcome the power constraint by
ptimizing the speed of each UAV while following the generated
ath in [37]. Again, the width between circles or squares is a
ritical factor for the final search result and is highly dependent
n the sensor range of UAVs. Above all, the Expanding Squares or
pirals patterns are an exhaustive search, consistently resulting in
high exploration duration.
The Grid-based search pattern was proposed in [38] for a single

AV performing a target search mission. Later, it was extended
o the cooperative search and rescue mission with a team of
AVs in [37,39]. The suggested method partitions the map into
3

rid cells with equal size and then conducts the search of the
arget within each individual grid cell respectively, as shown in
ig. 2(d). The local search is performed by utilizing two of the
forementioned regular search patterns (Creeping Line search and
xpanding Squares search) within each grid cell. From this aspect,
t is also an exhaustive search procedure with high time costs and
nergy consumption. Besides, as discussed previously, the sensor
apability of UAVs significantly affects the performance of local
earch within each grid cell. Some extensions have been made
n [40–42] to reduce the search time by incorporating probability
heory to eliminate the unnecessary search of less important grid
ells. In [43], the power constraint is considered to enhance the
fficiency of Grid-based search methods by introducing an energy-
ware cost function. Whereas, the determination of the size of
he grid cell requires a sound prior understanding of the search
rea. This constraint therefore, strongly limits the application of
raditional Grid-based search in multi-UAV fire search missions
n an unknown area. Our proposed search and survey technique
odified the traditional Grid-based search method by reducing

he dependency of prior information about the search area and
AVs’ sensor capability from the perspective of grid partitioning.
ore importantly, we introduced a simple, yet effective local
earch pattern to conduct the exploration inside each grid cell.

.2. UAV survey strategies for area estimation

The estimation for the area of fire zones is the second most
mportant aspect of forest fire monitoring. Formation control has
een used for multiple UAVs to discover the boundary of fire
ones collaboratively in [14,17,27]. In [14,17] a simple ellipse
as used to model the actual shape of the fire, and a group
f UAVs were assigned to identify the boundary of the fire by
ollowing the perimeter of the ellipse. Another strategy proposed
as for multiple UAVs to survey the border of the fire zone by
ynamically changing the heading angle of UAVs [27]. Unlike [14,
7], a circular fire model is used as the representation of the
ctual fire zone. Both of these two survey strategies utilized the
eader-and-follower formation to identify the boundary of the fire
hrough dynamic formation control (DFC). In [44], the footprint
f the fire zones is assumed to be circular, and a distributed
ramework is proposed for multiple UAVs to survey the perimeter
f the fire zone collaboratively. Fire zones normally have arbitrary
hapes, and the assumption of an elliptical or circular fire model
s ill-suited for most real-life scenarios.

. Proposed methodology

In this section, a two-step search and survey procedure is
roposed for a team of heterogeneous UAVs to perform the search
nd area estimation for forest fires. For clarity, we deconstruct
ur proposed multi-UAV system into two principal components:
i) the fire search procedure, and (ii) the fire boundary survey
rocedure. The details of each procedure are discussed below.

.1. Search for fire zones

As mentioned in Section 3, grid-based search strategies have
een widely used in many search and rescue missions for UAVs.
n this paper, the proposed method utilizes a grid map for the
earch of potential fire zones. With p available sprint UAVs, the
earch area A is divided into p equal square grid cells with area
c =

A
p . Then, all p sprint UAVs are preplanned to conduct the

search of the fire zones, and each sprint UAV is assigned with a
specific grid cell, as shown in Fig. 3. At the same time, q survey
UAVs are send to the center of the grid cells for loitering so that
they can be quickly switched to the boundary surveying operation
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Fig. 2. Graphical description of several common search patterns.
Fig. 3. Proposed search pattern. The dotted line shows the boundary of each
grid cell.

for any neighboring detected fire zones. However, unlike other
existing search paths, the proposed approach adopts a new search
pattern for the local search within each grid cell. The shape of
the proposed search pattern is similar to the 2D projection of a
4

sand clock. It is because of this that is referred to as the Sandclock
search pattern. As shown in Fig. 3, the Sandclock search pattern is
rotated by π

2 radian in the neighboring grid cell to avoid repeating
the search for fires in the boundary regions, improving the over-
all search efficiency. The generated trajectory of the Sandclock
search pattern is a set of way-points (latitudes, longitudes, and
altitudes). The altitude of a way-point has been calculated by
adding a safe height (100 m in our implementation) according
to the terrain information. The calculated safe altitude reduces
the chance of potential collision of the UAVs within the terrain.
Assuming that all the UAVs have a robust low-level controller
capable of following the given way-points reliably.

Considering that real-world forest fires usually spread quickly
and have a large impacted area after a short period of time, UAVs
have a higher chance to detect the fire zone by following the
Sandclock search pattern. Using elemental geometry arguments,
from Fig. 3 it is seen that the Sandclock pattern guarantees the
detection of an occurring fire zone if afirezone > Ac

4 , where afirezone ∈

{a1, a2, . . . , an}. This condition indicates that the proposed search
pattern will go through the fire zone area when the fire zone
covers a quarter of the grid cell. Although the initial area of the
fire zones may not satisfy this condition, fire zones are constantly
expanding (over time) and their area increases accordingly, which
will result in rapidly meet this condition.

To show the benefits of the proposed search pattern, we
compare it with two standard search patterns, specifically, the
Creeping Line search and the Expanding Squares search. Let L be the
length of the entire search area and Ls be the length of each grid
cell such that L =

√
A and L =

√
A where we have assumed a
s c
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quare search area. Below, we compare the path lengths of three
earch patterns.
Creeping Line search (CL-search): As shown in Fig. 4(a), let WC

e the width between two consecutive line segments; it is easy to
how that there are ⌊

Ls
WC

⌋ + 1 horizontal lines and ⌊
Ls
WC

⌋ vertical
segments of lengthWC within each grid cell. Thus, the total length
LTC of the Creeping Line search pattern is calculated as:

LTC = Ls ×

(⌊ Ls
WC

⌋
+ 1

)
+

⌊ Ls
WC

⌋
× WC =

L2s
WC

+ 2Ls. (1)

Expanding Squares search (ES-search): In Fig. 4(b), letWE be the
fixed width by which each square increases; then, ⌊ Ls

WE
⌋ squares

are generated within a grid cell. The length of the outermost
square can be expressed as 3Ls. The next inner square has a
of length 2 (Ls − WE) and the length of the innermost square is

2
(
Ls − WE ×

(⌊
Ls
WE

⌋
− 1

))
. Therefore, the overall length LTE of

he Expanding Square search is written as below:

TE = 3Ls + 2

⌊
Ls
WE

⌋
−1∑

i=1

(Ls − WE × i)

= 3Ls + 2

⌊
Ls
WE

⌋
−1∑

i=1

Ls − 2WE ×

⌊
Ls
WE

⌋
−1∑

i=1

i

= 3Ls + 2Ls ×

(⌊ Ls
WE

⌋
− 1

)
− 2WE ×

(⌊
Ls
WE

⌋
− 1

)
×

⌊
Ls
WE

⌋
2

= 3Ls + 2
L2s
WE

− 2Ls −
L2s
WE

+ Ls

=
L2s
WE

+ 2Ls. (2)

Sandclock search: In Fig. 4(c), the proposed search pattern does
not perform any further decomposition inside the grid cell, and
it searches the space by following a path similar to the shape
of a Sandclock. Thus, the total length LTP of the proposed search
pattern becomes:

LTP = Ls +
√
2Ls + Ls +

√
2Ls =

(
2 + 2

√
2
)

× Ls. (3)

From Eq. (3), the size of the grid cell Ls can be derived as
Ls =

LTP
2+2

√
2
. By substituting Ls in Eqs. (1) and (2) we get the

ollowing equations:

TC =
L2TP

(2 +
√
2)2WC

+
2LTP

2 + 2
√
2
, (4)

and

LTE =
L2TP
√ +

2LTP
√ . (5)
(2 + 2)2WE 2 + 2 2
5

From Eq. (4), there is a quadratic relationship between LTC and LTP
hen WC is fixed. With a fixed value of WE , Eq. (5) shows that
he overall length of the ES-search increases quadratically as the
ength of the proposed search pattern increases. From this aspect,
he total travel distance of the proposed search pattern is smaller
han the CL-search and ES-search patterns. To further compare
he overall travel distances among these three search patterns,
he following equations are obtained:

TP > LTC , if,
Ls
WC

< 2
√
2, (6)

LTP > LTE , if,
Ls
WE

< 2
√
2. (7)

In Eqs. (6) and (7), the proposed search pattern shows longer
travel distance when the ratio between the size of the grid cell
and the width between lines or squares falls below 2

√
2. This con-

dition means that the number of lines or squares needs to be less
than three (3), and a small grid cell is required. Accordingly, the
total number of grid cells increases and more UAVs are required
to complete the search task, significantly increasing the search
cost. Therefore, the proposed search pattern is more efficient than
the other two search patterns (CL-search and ES-search).

The search coverage area for three search patterns has been
calculated using the specification of fire detection sensors. The
entire search area A is partitioned into smaller grid cells of area
b × b (area of the fire detection sensor’s footprint). The central
node assigns a value to each cell according to Eq. (8). If n is the
number of all captured cells by the sensor, then at the end of the
mission the total coverage area will be Acov = n × b × b. The
impact of the size of the covered area is discussed in Section 6.

celli,j =

{
1, if a UAV is inside the cell;
0, otherwise.

(8)

4.2. Fire boundary survey strategy

After locating the fire zone, the next task for the UAVs is to
survey the fire zone and estimate its area. Multiple UAVs are used
to survey one fire zone. The UAV which found the fire zone will
share its location with the rest of the UAVs in the system. A sub-
group of m (m < q) closest UAVs will fly to the location of the
source and loiter around until the fire zone is identified, due to
its increasing size and perceptual shift in location. If this sub-
group of UAVs detect the existence of fire around that location,
they begin the survey phase of the monitoring process. Once the
group of surveying units is informed about the location of a fire
zone heading towards it, they may then discover another one.
The detected fire boundary points are stored in a central database
as a unified list, irrespective of which point belongs to which
fire zone. To this end, a clustering algorithm is applied before
estimating the area of a fire zone, as discussed in Section 4.3.
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Fig. 5. Survey procedure.

The value of m depends on the availability of the UAVs. In the
simulation, we called only from the q survey UAVs while the
print UAVs will continue to explore the other areas in the search
egion. To survey the fire boundary, we developed a new strategy
s shown in Fig. 5. Besides, there is the risk of losing a UAV
hen it hovers more than ∆t seconds on top of the fire zone.

This constraint is considered in the proposed survey strategy. In
Fig. 5, we denote by ∆Θ the change of heading angle when the
UAV identifies the existence of a fire boundary point from the fire
detection sensor. The UAV may enter into the fire zone because of
its inertial motion. The angle ∆Θ can be tuned to reduce the time
f stay on top of a fire zone. Smaller ∆Θ will increase the time of
tay and larger ∆Θ reduces the time of stay. Because the shape
f the fire zone is an irregular polygon, there is not a closed-form
xpression of the time of stay as a function of ∆Θ .
The blue dot in Fig. 5 is the detected boundary point by

he UAV. Since multiple UAVs survey the same fire zone, two
onsecutive UAVs follow the circle in two different directions. The
irst UAV surveys the fire zone by following the circular trajectory
lockwise, while the second UAV will follow the circular trajec-
ory counterclockwise (if it gets the fire source location from
he first UAV) as illustrated in Fig. 6. This directional approach
estricts two consecutive UAVs to explore same boundary points
f they are surveying the same fire zone. In the proposed survey
rocedure, D is considered as a safe distance, and it is included as
design parameter. If D is large, then the sampled points from the
ire boundary will be far from each other, whereby for a smaller D
the sampled points will be closer to each other. As such, the safe
distance, D, will affect the final estimation of the fire zones’ shape.
As shown in Fig. 6, a UAV could successfully survey the whole fire
zone by following these cycles. Algorithm 1 summarizes UAV’s
survey procedure.

4.3. Estimation of the fire zone area

In this research, multiple UAVs are used to conduct the search
and survey tasks for fire zones and one fire zone can be surveyed
by more than one UAV. From the survey procedure, a collection
of 2D sampled points are obtained and these sampled points are
used to conduct the area estimation for fire zones. In Fig. 7, fz1 is
being surveyed by UAV1 and UAV3. The blue dots are the sampled
boundary points of the fire zone from the corresponding UAVs
in Fig. 7. We stored all the sampled points in a central database
and a grouping algorithm is required for selecting the boundary
points of a particular fire zone. For grouping the corresponding
fire zone boundary points, we used the Mean-Shift Clustering
algorithm. Unlike most of the existing clustering approaches, the
mean-shift clustering method introduces the multivariate kernel
6

Fig. 6. Continuation of the survey procedure for two UAVs. The red lines are
the trajectories of the two UAVs during the survey procedure.

Algorithm 1: Survey algorithm
Input: D, ∆θ, direction
γ = reading from the fire detection sensor;
while Simulation running do

Change the heading angle of the UAV by ∆θ ;
C = Currently detected fire boundary point;
/* This is the position of the UAV while fire detection sensor
detects fire and γ is True. */
if direction == clockwise then

τ =

A CW circular trajectory with center at C and radius D;
else

τ =

A CCW circular trajectory with center at C and radius D;
end
Send trajectory τ to the UAV;
/* The UAV is assumed to follow the trajectory unless new
command is sent to it. */
while γ ==False do

Wait;
end

end
/* A CW circular trajectory indicates that the UAV will follow
the circle in a clockwise direction and for CCW, the UAV will
follow the circle in a counter clockwise direction as shown in
Fig. 6. The terrain of area A is used to calculate the way-points
of all the trajectories as described in Section 4.1. */

density estimator to approximate the density distribution of the
data and then extracts the cluster structure using the estimated
density distribution. An overview of the Mean-Shift Clustering
algorithm is summarized in algorithm 2 and details can be found
in [45,46].

Algorithm 2: Mean-Shift clustering algorithm
Select the kernel function;
Estimate the bandwidth of the kernel function;
while The estimated density distribution is not converged do

Compute the mean-shift vector using gradient descent;
Update the kernel function using the mean-shift vector;
Estimate the density distribution with the kernel function;

end
Identify the mode of the estimated density distributions as the
clusters;
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Compared with the state-of-the-art clustering approaches, the
Mean-Shift Clustering algorithm is able to group the input data
points without knowing the true number of clusters. Since the
number of fire zones is unknown, the Mean-Shift Clustering algo-
rithm is a suitable choice for the problem presented. Moreover,
the Mean-Shift Clustering showed a strong robustness to the
noises, or outliers, which may address potential data corruption
in multi-UAVs fire search and survey missions. More importantly,
the mean-shift clustering has been recently used for informa-
tion processing in UAV-based sensing missions and has shown
promisingly good performance [47]. The latitude, X , and longi-
tude, Y , of the sampled points are used as the primary feature
representation for the subsequent data clustering analysis. Let
P = {X, Y } be the coordinates of a sampled point i; the set of
all sampled points is denoted as Ps = {Pi|i = 1, 2, . . . , |Ps|}. The
Mean-Shift Clustering algorithm takes the set Ps as the input to
perform the cluster analysis. With the clustering procedure, all
sampled points are grouped into a set of clusters C = {Ci|i =

, 2, . . . , |C |}, where Ci = {PCi
j , j = 1, 2, . . . , |Ci|}. Each cluster of

ample points captures the shape of the fire zones’ boundary and
he area of the fire zone is estimated by connecting the boundary
oints sequentially within each cluster. Every two consecutive
oundary points from cluster Ci can be connected with different

types of curves. In our implementation we used a straight line
to connect them. The area of the fire zone is calculated using
fundamental image processing techniques. Specifically, a polygon
with the sampled boundary points is drawn inside a black back-
ground image with height h and width w. Then, the polygon is
filled with white pixels. The area is calculated by counting the
number of white pixels in the image. Using the same width and
height, another image is created for the true polygon. A bitwise
AND operation is conducted on the two images to calculate the
intersection area of the estimated fire zone and true fire zone.
To measure the efficacy of the survey algorithm, we calculate the
Intersection Over Union (IOU) using the true polygon area and
the estimated polygon area. Let A1 be the true area of a fire zone,
A2 the estimated area, and A3 the intersection area of A1 and A2.
Then, the IOU can be calculated as IOU =

|A1∩A2|

|A1∪A2|
=

|A3|

|A1|+|A2|−|A3|
.

The IOU value is between zero and one, where a value of one
indicates perfect estimation of the fire zone area and zero means
the estimated area is completely outside of the true area.

The fire zone can expand, shrink, and translate over time in
space due to the wind impact. Therefore, we adjust the estimated
area of the fire zone based on wind speed and direction in
each time stamp. The wind speed and direction can be directly
obtained from the on-board sensor of the UAV. All the sampled
fire boundary points are updated by wind speed and direction
according to

Xnew = Xold + vw cos θw,

Ynew = Yold + vw sin θw,
(9)

where X and Y are the temporal coordinate of the fire boundary
point, vw is the wind speed, and θw is the wind direction with
espect to the Geodetic coordinate system.

. Experimental setting

In this section, we describe the simulation software and the
imulation scenarios that have been used to develop our method
nd test its performance. We also discuss the selection criteria of

he various user-defined parameters of our approach.

7

5.1. Simulation software

The AMASE [20] was developed by the Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL); it is a simulation platform for the analysis
of multi-agent unmanned aerial systems. It is written in Java
programming language and has a graphical user interface, which
allows the users to keep track of the simultaneous behavior
of multiple UAVs. The simulation data can be directly saved
and exported for post-analysis from the simulation software.
In addition, a playback tool is developed to retrieve the sce-
nario events after finishing a simulation in AMASE. The search
and survey algorithm can be implemented using Java, C++, or
Python programming language, which works as a client to the
AMASE simulator. Specifically, the AMASE simulator creates a
server which can be accessed through a client software. The data
among the AMASE server and other clients are exchanged using
the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Different simulation scenarios
are developed using simple Extensible Markup Language (XML).
Events such as the fire zone boundary, the UAV configuration,
the search boundary and the UAV states can be described using
appropriate tags in the XML file.

5.2. UAVs’ navigation, coordination and control in AMASE

The common mission automation services interface (CMASI)
is used to develop the navigation, coordination and control sys-
tem of the UAVs in AMASE [48]. The autonomous capabilities
and payloads of the UAV can be described using CMASI data
structure. The AirVehicleConfiguration structure is defined in
CMASI to include information regarding the kinematic capabili-
ties of the UAV, and contains a list of objects that describe the
individual payload items that are on the UAV. A list of Flight-
rofile structures is defined to describe the kinematic capabili-
ies of a UAV. Each FlightProfile contains information regarding
peed, maximum bank angle, fuel consumption, and climb (or
escent) rate for a given condition. An AirVehicleConfiguration

can have more than one FlightProfile to execute different ac-
tions such as cruise, dash, loiter, climb or descent. CMASI defines
three payload types named as CameraConfiguration, Gimbal-
Configuration, and VideoStreamConfiguration. CMASI includes
an AirVehicleState structure that is updated periodically dur-
ing the simulation. The AirVehicleState contains the position,
orientation, and velocity data of the UAV, as well as the energy re-
maining. To control each UAV, two types of action commands can
be sent to the UAVs in AMASE, categorized as Navigational and
Payload action. CMASI provides two data structure for issuing one
of these action commands. One of them is VehicleActionCom-
mand and the other is MissionCommand. The VehicleAction-
Command is used to execute basically a payload command such
as steering a gimbal. The MissionCommand is used to execute
waypoint navigation. The waypoints are formed as a linked list.
Each waypoint contains the speed, climb rate, turn type (fly-past,
or turn-short) as well as a contingency point that may be used
by the UAV in the case of an emergency (e.g. lost communica-
tions). In our implementation, we employ the MissionCommand
structure. The Central node generates appropriate waypoints for
each UAV in the system and sends them to the UAV. In a repeated
feedback loop, the central node observes whether each UAV has
finished the mission or not and takes actions accordingly, for
instance the generation of the next set of waypoints as described
in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
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Fig. 7. A sample scenario while multiple UAVs are surveying multiple fire zones.
.3. Scenarios description

In order to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed two-step
earch and survey strategy, forty-five scenarios from the Swarm
earch AI Competition: Fire Hack 20191 [49] are used in the simu-
ation. Each scenario has a one-hour default simulation duration
hich we extend to ninety minutes in the experiments. It starts
ith the simplest scenario and gradually increases the complex-

ty of the simulation scenarios. These simulation scenarios are
esigned based on real-world constraints [49], determined by
xperts from AFRL. The details are summarized below:

• Multiple fire zones exist in different locations simultane-
ously and the fire zones move, expand and shrink over
time.

• Two different types of UAVs, defined as the Sprint UAVs and
the Survey UAVs, are used in the simulation.

• The topography of the search area is considered in each
scenario and UAVs flyly safe over the landscape of area A.

• Sprint UAVs have limited power for searching.
• UAVs will crash and be lost if they stay more than 10

seconds over fire zones, or out of the search region.

We categorize the forty-five scenarios into three primary types,
Type-I, Type-II, and Type-III scenarios. The specifications of these
three types of scenarios are summarized in Table 1. The differ-
ence among different scenarios of a particular type is the initial
location of the UAVs, the initial location of the fire zones, and
the shape of the fire zones. All these parameters, including the
initial locations of UAVs as well as fire zones, and the shape of fire
zones, are drawn from a uniform distribution. The UAVs and fire
zones are placed inside the search area randomly, while UAVs or
fire zones are not allowed to be placed in the same geographical
location inside A. The random placement of UAVs and fire zones
ensures that the scenarios are not biased to any particular search
pattern.

5.4. Parameter setting

As described in Section 4.2, several parameters need to be
specified for the survey operation. According to the default setting

1 The proposed approach has been applied in real-time to the competition
cenarios and the authors secured 2nd place in the Final showcase held in
ayton, OH, 2019.
8

in [20] and predefined parameters from [49]; the overall simula-
tion duration, size of the search region, maximum hovering time
for UAV above fires, and the characteristics of the UAV types are
summarized in Table 2. The values of the safe distance and change
in heading angles are specified in Table 2 as well. Considering the
maximum speed of the survey UAVs, the safe distance is set to be
500 meters giving UAVs a flying time of twenty seconds away
from the fires. The change in heading angle is set as 2.827 rad
to guarantee a small probability of crash for the UAV. During the
search operation the sprint UAVs are flying at a constant velocity
of 35 m/s, and during the survey operation both types of UAVs
are flying at 20 m/s. For all scenarios, the same parameter setting
is used for the UAVs at the survey mode.

6. Experiments and result discussions

In this section, the proposed search and survey technique is
implemented on the AMASE simulator and its efficacy is eval-
uated based on two metrics: (a) search performance, and (b)
survey performance. The simulation results are discussed in the
following subsections.

6.1. Search performance

In order to justify the search efficacy of the proposed search
pattern, all three search patterns – CL-search, ES-search, and
Sandclock-search – are simulated herein, and a comparison study
is conducted. According to Tables 1 and 2, we can calculate the
total travel distance required for the three search patterns using
Eq. (1), (2), and (3). The total travel distances are listed in Table 3.
From Table 3, it is clear that the proposed search pattern required
comparably less travel distance than the other two patterns.
Further, to show the efficacy of the proposed search pattern,
we used all forty-five scenarios for all three types defined and
took the average search performance for comparison. For each
search pattern, the overall detection time of all fire zones and
the search coverage area in the same scenario are obtained. The
average of the overall detection time and the search coverage area
are computed across each scenario type. With the averaged fire
detection time and search coverage area, the comparison results
are presented in Table 4. For CL-search and ES-search, the value

of WC or WE is set to be 2628.02 m, 5256.03 m, and 13140.09 m,
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Table 1
The summary of all forty-five scenarios in terms of the number of fire zones, power constraints, sudden crash of UAVs, and number
of sprint and survey UAVs.
Scenario type Scenario specifications No. of scenarios

Type-I Two fire zones; No power constraint; 15Scenarios: Two fire zones; No power constraint; 6 sprint + 2 survey UAVs; No sudden crash of UAVs

Type-II Three fire zones; Power constraint; 15Scenarios: 6 sprint + 3 survey UAVs; No sudden crash of UAVs

Type-III Three fire zones; Power constraint; 15Scenarios: 6 sprint + 4 survey UAVs; Sudden crash of UAVs
Table 2
Parameters setting.
The Overall Simulation Duration (T ) 5400 s
Change of Heading Angle (∆Θ) 2.827 rad
Safe surveying distance for UAVs (D) 500 m
The Entire Search Area (A) 64373 × 64373 m2

Length/Width of the Entire Search Area (L) 64373 m
Max. hovering time of a UAV above a fire zone or out of search boundary (∆t) 10 s
Footprint of the fire detection sensor (b × b) 10 × 10 m2

Max. speed of the sprint UAVs (vsp) 35 m/s
Max. sensor detection range of the sprint UAVs (Rsp) 500 m
Max. speed of the survey UAVs (vsu) 25 m/s
Max. sensor detection distance of the survey UAVs (Rsp) 1000 m
Table 3
Total travel distance for the three search patterns. Here, L = 64373 m, p = 6, Ls =

L
√
p =

26280.17 m and WC = WE = 2628.02 m.
CL-search (LTC ) ES-search (LTE ) Sandclock search (LTP )

Total travel distance 315.36 km 315.36 km 126.89 km
Table 4
Comparison of Creeping line and Expanding square search patterns with the proposed Sandclock search pattern for three types of
scenarios. The results are averaged over fifteen scenarios of each type.

Type-I Type-II Type-III

Acov (km2) Time (s) Acov (km2) Time (s) Acov (km2) Time (s)

CL-search 446.23 1912.7 428.73 1868.37 498.6 2088.89WC = 2628.02

CL-search 427.64 1488.32 431.36 1677.25 465.92 1990.27WC = 5256.03

CL-search 387.17 1780.36 396.55 2147.49 474.47 2492.73WC = 13140.09

ES-search 420.78 1751.67 398.6 1909.26 492.74 2189.07WE = 2628.02

ES-search 389.72 2253.1 423.17 1995.15 479.52 2349.2WE = 5256.03

ES-search 389.92 2187.69 430.73 1854.21 469.84 2216.58WE = 13140.09

Sandclock search 374.37 930.04 437.37 1264.13 499.56 1896.04
f
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respectively. Fig. 8 shows the implementation of all three search
patterns in the AMASE simulator.

In terms of the average detection time, Table 4 demonstrates
hat the proposed search pattern is always faster than the other
wo compared search patterns in all three groups of scenarios. In
he Type-I and Type-III scenarios, the CL-search takes the longest
verage time to detect all fire zones and the ES-search pattern
as the second shortest average detection time. However, the
L-search achieves a faster detection of fires than the ES-search
n the Type-II scenarios. The average detection time of the CL-
earch and ES-search patterns directly depends on the value of
E and WC . For the average search coverage area, it is observed

hat the Sandclock search covers less area in Type-I scenarios
ue to the unlimited power. Conversely, the Sandclock shows
igher search coverage area than the other two compared search
atterns in Type-II and Type-III scenarios. Since these two types of
cenarios assume UAVs have limited power, the Sandclock search
 t

9

inishes the search of a grid cell with shorter travel path and it is
ore likely to explore more cells with limited power during the
earch procedure. In contrast, the other two search patterns take
onger travel distance to scan the cell with less chance to visit
ther cells. As the complexity of the scenario increases, Table 4
eveals that the proposed search pattern always shows the fastest
verage detection time of fire zones while the performance of
he CL-search and ES-search change dramatically. Therefore, it is
lear that the proposed search pattern consistently shows better
erformance in the detection of fire zones than the other two
earch patterns as the scenarios change.

.2. Survey performance

As discussed above, the proposed search procedure shows
etter performance than the other two well-known search pat-
erns. To show the survey performance of the proposed approach,
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Table 5
The summary of simulation results on all forty-five scenarios in terms of the number of the detected fire zones, average IOU of the
estimated fire zones, and number of crashes (topography, fires, or insufficient fuel level).
Scenario Performance 60 min 90 min

Type-I
Scenarios:

No. of fires: 2 2
IOU: (0.79, 0.88) (0.95, 0.99)
No. of crashes: 0 0

Type-II
Scenarios:

No. of fires: 3 3
IOU: (0.75, 0.90, 0.96) (0.94, 0.96, 0.98)
No. of crashes: 1 1

Type-III
Scenarios:

No. of fires: 3 3
IOU: (0.63, 0.86, 0.90) (0.86, 0.95, 0.98)
No. of crashes: 1 1
m
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Fig. 8. Implementation of different search patterns in simulation (one of
forty-five scenarios).

experiments are conducted on all three types of scenarios. In each
scenario, the IOU estimation of each fire zone are reported at
t = 60 mins and t = 90 mins, serving as the evaluation measure
for the survey performance. Based on the IOU estimation, we
provide a detailed discussion on the Type-I Scenarios. A summary
or the results of the remaining scenarios is presented in Table 5.

From Table 5, it is observed that the proposed search and
urvey method successfully discovers all fire zones and performs
good area estimation for the Type-I scenario. The estimated IOUs
or fire zones are 0.7904 and 0.9410 within sixty minutes, respec-
ively. After ninety minutes, the estimated IOU values are close
o one, which indicates that the proposed technique accurately
stimates the area of all fire zones. Similar to the Type-I scenarios,
he proposed technique also captures all fire zones and achieves
n accurate area estimation for fire zones for the remaining two
roups of scenarios, which is shown in Table 5. Specifically, all
ire zones are discovered within sixty minutes and the estimated
OUs are above 0.8, which implies the efficacy of the proposed
earch and survey technique. The overall ninety-minutes IOU es-
imation further implies that the proposed technique guarantees
o effectively identify the boundary of fire zones and provide a
ore accurate area estimation if sufficient time is given. Further,
10
Table 5 reveals that the proposed technique leads to a small
number of crashes for UAVs when the complexity of scenarios
increases.

6.3. Summary of discussions

Based on the search and survey performance, the following
observations can be summarized:

1. The proposed search pattern could always provide a faster
search of fire zones than other two search patterns as the
complexity of the simulation scenario increases.

2. The proposed survey strategy effectively discovers the
boundary of fire zones and provides an accurate coverage
estimation of fire zones. It also reduces the chance for the
loss of UAVs by avoiding the long time stay over fires while
surveying the boundary of fire zones.

3. The proposed search and survey technique improves the
accuracy of the area estimation for fire zones by consid-
ering the effect of the wind and utilizing the mean-shift
clustering technique.

Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed two-step search
and survey technique not only achieves the earliest detection of
fire zones, but also provides an accurate estimation for the area
of fire zones.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, a two-step search and survey procedure is pre-
sented for a group of UAVs to discover possible wildfires and pro-
vide accurate area estimations of fire zones. In the search stage
of fire zones, an original search pattern, namely the Sandclock
pattern, is developed to perform a fast scan within each individual
grid cell. Compared with the CL-search and ES-search patterns,
the sandclock search pattern has a relatively shorter path, which is
ore realistic for application to real-world systems. A theoretical
omparison and related explanations are provided to support the
fficiency of the proposed search pattern. In the survey proce-
ure, an effective strategy is introduced for multiple UAVs to
ffectively identify the boundary of the fire zone, and provided an
ccurate estimation of its area. The proposed survey technique is
ble to reduce the possibility for UAVs to stay in the fire zone for
long time and it could successfully alleviate the crash of UAVs

n the fire zones. The mean-shift clustering technique is used to
erge highly overlapped small fire zones in the data analysis
rocedure and deliver an accurate estimation for the overall areas
f fire zones.
Based on the comparison results with the other two popular

earch patterns, the sandclock search shows a better performance
n the search procedure and it is less sensitive to rapid environ-
ental changes in the scenarios. In the survey stage, simulation

esults reveals that the proposed survey technique leads to a
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igh-quality survey performance. The simulation results demon-
trate that the proposed search and survey technique could suc-
essfully discover the fire zones within a short time and provide
n accurate area estimation for the fire zones. Additionally, the
resented search and survey technique is not limited to wild-
ires detection. It can be easily extended to monitor other nat-
ral disasters and border security applications such as flooding,
arthquakes, border patrol and epidemic spread of diseases.
In the future, the extension of the proposed search and sur-

ey technique will be conducted to enhance the performance of
ulti-agent systems in other search and rescue events.
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